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US Army Training and Doctrine Command
Type: Main Battle Tank

Main Weapon: 125mm

Main Weapon Range: 4000m

Nomenclature: Zulfiqar
Type: Self-Propelled Gun

Main Weapon: 203mm

Main Weapon Range: 16.8km

Nomenclature: M110
Type: Armored
Reconnaissance

Main Weapon: 90mm
Main Weapon Range: 6km

Nomenclature: Cascavel
Type: Armored Personnel Carrier

Main Weapon Range: 2000m

Main Weapon: 12.7mm

Nomenclature: M113A1
Type: Towed Howitzer

Main Weapon Range: 17.4km

Main Weapon: 152mm

Nomenclature: D-20
Nomenclature: M114A1
Main Weapon: 155mm
Main Weapon Range: 15km
Type: Towed Howitzer
Type: Armored Reconnaissance

Nomenclature: Scorpion

Main Weapon: 76.2mm Rifled

Main Weapon Range: 2200m
Type: Multiple Rocket Launcher

Main Weapon Range: 75km

Main Weapon: 333mm

Nomenclature: Fadjr-5
Type: Multiple Rocket Launcher

Main Weapon Range: 40km

Main Weapon: 122mm

Nomenclature: BM-21
Type: Rocket Propelled Grenade Launcher

Main Weapon: 105mm

Main Weapon Range: 500m

Nomenclature: RPG-29
Type: Man Portable Air Defense System

Main Weapon: IR Missile

Main Weapon Range: 5.5km

Nomenclature: SA-7b Grail
Type: Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

Main Weapon: Loitering Munition

Main Weapon Range: 120km/2hr

Nomenclature: Ababil-2
Type: Surface-to-Air Missile System

Nomenclature: Improved Hawk

Main Weapon: IR Missile

Main Weapon Range: 50km
Type: Main Battle Tank

Nomenclature: T-72 Karrar

Main Weapon: 125mm Smoothbore

Main Weapon Range: 3000m
Type: Surface-to-Air Missile System

Main Weapon: Radar Guided Missile

Main Weapon Range: 200km

Nomenclature: SA-5
Type: Armored Personnel Carrier

Main Weapon: 14.5, 7.62mm Machine Guns

Main Weapon Range: 3000m, 1000m

Nomenclature: BTR-60
Type: Self-Propelled Gun

Main Weapon: 175mm

Main Weapon Range: 40km

Nomenclature: M107
Type: Infantry Fighting Vehicle

Nomenclature: BMP-2

Main Weapon: 30mm, AT-5

Main Weapon Range: 4000, 4000m
Type: Main Battle Tank

Nomenclature: T-72 S

Main Weapon: 125mm Smoothbore

Main Weapon Range: 3000m
Type: Towed Field Gun

Main Weapon: 125mm

Main Weapon Range: 38km

Nomenclature: M-46
Type: Anti-Tank Guided Missile

Main Weapon Range: 3000m

Main Weapon: 125mm

Nomenclature: AT-3 Sagger
Type: Surface-to-Surface Missile

Nomenclature: FATEH 110

Main Weapon Range: 300km

Main Weapon: 610mm
Type: Surface-to-Air Missile System

Main Weapon: IR Missile

Main Weapon Range: 5000m

Nomenclature: MISAGH-2
Type: Anti-Tank Guided Missile

Main Weapon Range: 5500-10,000m

Main Weapon: 152mm

Nomenclature: Kornet
Type: Armored Reconnaissance

Main Weapon: Multiple Rocket Launcher

Main Weapon Range: 8000m

Nomenclature: Sayyad
Type: Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

Nomenclature: Mohajer 4

Main Weapon: Reconnaissance

Main Weapon Range: 150km/6hrs
Type: Surface-to-Air Missile System

Main Weapon: Radar Guided Missile

Main Weapon Range: 200km

Nomenclature: SA-20C
Type: Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

Main Weapon Range: 1700km, 24hrs

Main Weapon: N/A

Nomenclature: SHAHED-129
Type: Man Portable Air Defense System

Nomenclature: SA-24 Grinch

Main Weapon: IR Missile

Main Weapon Range: 5200m
Type: Anti-Tank Guided Missile

Main Weapon: 135mm

Main Weapon Range: 4000m

Nomenclature: AT-5 Towsan
Type: Self-Propelled Howitzer

Main Weapon: 122mm

Main Weapon Range: 15.2km

Nomenclature: 2S1
Type: Long Range Artillery Rocket

Nomenclature: Naze’at

Main Weapon: 355mm

Main Weapon Range: 125km
Type: Anti-Tank Guided Missile

Main Weapon: 84mm

Main Weapon Range: 300m

Nomenclature: AT-4
Type: Towed Howitzer

Main Weapon: 203mm

Main Weapon Range: 17km

Nomenclature: M115
Main Weapon Range: 8050m

Main Weapon: 107mm

Nomenclature: Type 63
Type: Infantry Fighting Vehicle

Nomenclature: BMP-1

Main Weapon: 73mm, Malyutka Anti-Tank Guided Missile

Main Weapon Range: 1300m, 3000m
Type: Armored Personnel Carrier

Nomenclature: BTR-50

Main Weapon Range: 1000m

Main Weapon: 7.62mm
Main Weapon Range: 5000m

Type: Short-Range Air Defense System

Main Weapon: IR Missile

Nomenclature: SA-13
Type: Surface-to-Air Missile System

Main Weapon: Radar Guided Missile

Main Weapon Range: 20km

Nomenclature: PANTSIR (SA-22)
Type: Surface-to-Air Missile System

Main Weapon: Radar Guided Missile

Main Weapon Range: 30km

Nomenclature: SA-2 Guideline
Type: Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

Nomenclature: Mohajer 2

Main Weapon Range: 50km/1.5hrs

Main Weapon: Reconnaissance
Type: Surface-to-Air Missile System

Main Weapon:
- Main Weapon: Radar Guided Missile
- Main Weapon Range: 12km

Nomenclature: SA-15 Gauntlet
Type: Self-Propelled Howitzer

Main Weapon: 155mm

Main Weapon Range: 30km

Nomenclature: Thunder-2
Type: Multiple Rocket Launcher

Nomenclature: Hadid

Main Weapon: 122mm

Main Weapon Range: 20.4km
Type: Attack Helicopter

Main Weapon: MK-40 Rocket

Main Weapon Range: 7000m

Nomenclature: Toufan
Type: Anti-Tank Guided Missile

Nomenclature: BGM-71A (TOW)

Main Weapon: Guided Missile

Main Weapon Range: 3000m
Type: Towed Howitzer

Main Weapon: 155mm

Main Weapon Range: 39.6km

Nomenclature: GHN-45
Type: Surface-to-Air Missile System

Main Weapon Range: 12km

Main Weapon: Guided Missile

Nomenclature: CSA-4A
Type: Towed Howitzer

Nomenclature: D-30

Main Weapon: 122mm

Main Weapon Range: 15km / RAP: 21.9km
Type: Armored Personnel Carrier

Nomenclature: BTR-80

Main Weapon: 14.5, 7.62mm Machine Gun

Main Weapon Range: 3000, 1000m
Type: Surface-to-Air Missile System

Main Weapon Range: 75km

Main Weapon: Radar Guided Missile

Nomenclature: Khordad-3
Type: Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

Nomenclature: Mojaher-6

Main Weapon: Reconnaissance

Main Weapon Range: 200km/12hrs
Type: Main Battle Tank

Nomenclature: Chieftain MK3/ MK5

Main Weapon: 120mm

Main Weapon Range: 3000m APDS / 4000m HESH
Type: Air Defense Artillery

Main Weapon: 35mm

Main Weapon Range: 4000m

Nomenclature: Oerlikon GDF